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20 Most Promising Defense Technology Solution Providers

T

he pulse of the defense industry has
quickened over the years with the advent of
several cutting-edge technologies. Change,
volatility, and uncertainty are perennial challenges
to the defense strategist and are likely to increase
in the coming years. Formulating strategy in these
conditions will test planners in the public and private
sectors alike.
The past 20 years saw dramatic changes in the
defense industry, even as some features endured, and
the beginnings of an equally dramatic shift in economic
power. It’s a new era of national security. With this
new era comes new opportunities for breakthroughs
in technology to change the nature of defense and the
challenges that come along with adopting them. Some
of the most recent seamless Defense technologies that
lead the industry into an outbound productivity are
Aerospace technologies, Mobility, Cloud, Health IT,
Cybersecurity, and Training/Simulation. Also, Asset
management, Shipping and Invoicing, Counterfeit

Prevention, and Track and Trace enable organizations
to deploy a complete, integrated defense solution that
meets unique and changing business requirements.
The problems associated with emerging hybrid
threats and weak or failing states are well known
to policymakers and analysts, as they are central
features in today’s wars. Less obvious are the growing
challenges to national influence that are associated
with how analysts perceive and use the sea, air, space,
and cyberspace. To help CCOs, CIOs, and CEOs find
the right defense technology solution provider for
their enterprises, our selection panel has evaluated
hundreds of defense technology providers that own
innovative technologies, in this space.
In our selection, we looked at the vendor’s
capability to fulfill the burning needs of cost-effective
and flexible solutions to tackle complex challenges
in the defense landscape. We present to you CIO
Review’s 20 Most Promising Defense Technology
Solution Providers, 2014.
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Sigmetrix is a global leader in providing
precise, easy-to-use mechanical variation
analysis and tolerance optimization software
for mechanical engineers with its CETOL 6
Sigma Technologies

www.sigmetrix.com
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“Firstly, tolerance analysis, which
SUPPLY
CHAIN
was very complex, has
been automated
SOLUTION
PROVIDERS
with CETOL and TAE. This automation
reduces the complexity for the user. Secondly, the software is integrated within
the CAD system; after you access it once,
it acts as a spell checker to give the user
immediate feedback in the design. And
thirdly, implementing the software helps
users to design and produce low cost
products, by understanding the impact
certain tolerance adjustments will have
on the assembly quality,” summarizes
Dr. Vlahinos. One of the largest privately
held, full-service designers
and distribu50 MOST PROMISING
tors of custom injection molded compoGOOGLE
nents and finished devices used customTECHNOLOGY
ized Excel spreadsheets for doing
their
PROVIDERS
1D tolerance stacks, for years. However,
as their customers’ designs became more
and more complex, they were increasingly asked to perform a higher level of
analysis than they could continue to offer
with a spreadsheet-based approach. “After implementation of CETOL 6 Sigma,
they were able to verify the results in CETOL much easier and faster with readable outcomes,” explains Wilkes. “They
found that using CETOL in the design
stage has given them the ability to zero
in on a particular quality level with much
more accuracy and helped to limit the
amount of rework and second round prototype tooling.”
Looking ahead, Wilkes emphasized
the need to improve the usability and expressed that ease-of-use is currently the
focus and aim of Sigmetrix. Prominence
is on the need to bridge the gap between
designing, manufacturing and assembly.
“Sigmetrix will continue to make powerful technology available to more and
more people by making it more intuitive,” concludes Wilkes.

Chris Wilkes

ment. TAE makes it simple for design engineers to perform 1D tolerance analysis
without leaving their Creo Elements/Pro
applications. Any change in the model
is automatically reflected in the analysis
parameters and the software automatically validates dimensions and dimension loops. It uses easily understandable
graphs to help design engineers compare design variations, and supports Six
Sigma design methodologies, so design
engineers can build models optimized for
manufacturing.

The Sigmetrix tools—
CETOL 6 Sigma Tolerance
Analysis, Tolerance
Analysis Extension,
Geometric Dimensioning,
and Tolerancing Advisor—
are perfectly apt at the
development stage

Get more information about Sigmetrix, CETOL 6 Sigma or GD&T Advisor
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n efficient IT is the pathway
to achieve operational benefits
for companies in a budgetconstraint sector like Defense. “There is
not a lot of time to build prototypes, test
them on the field, find out what’s wrong,
rebuild the prototypes, and test them
again,” notes Chris Wilkes, President
and CEO of Sigmetrix. “A lot of defense
contractors build components for final
products that are assembled with other
components at remote locations or even
sometimes in the field. The objective is
to have multi-vendor solutions assemble
the first time,” adds Dr. Andreas Vlahinos, Principal at Advanced Engineering
Solutions. Based in McKinney, Texas,
Sigmetrix prides itself to be the only tolerance analysis company that began inside a defense contractor. “We originated
from Texas Instruments Defense Systems
Electronics Group,” remarks Wilkes. “25
years later customers are using Sigmetrix
technologies in various industries ranging from giant windmills, to high performance watches, or submarines.”
“The Sigmetrix tools—CETOL 6
Sigma tolerance analysis, Tolerance
Analysis Extension (TAE), GD&T Advisor—are perfectly apt at the development
stage,” adds Wilkes. CETOL 6 Sigma tolerance analysis software provides product development teams with the insight
required to confidently release designs
to manufacturing. Utilizing advanced
mathematical solutions, this tolerance
analysis solution accelerates optimization to achieve robust designs ready for
manufacturing. GD&T Advisor intelligently guides the user through the definition of accurate and complete geometric
tolerances, thus empowering designers
to communicate permissible levels of
imperfection in real-world manufactured
parts, all from within the CAD environ-
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